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comes under scrutiny
by Jonathan Bach
Staff Writer
'The location orthe annual "tradition"
that many University of Maine students
know as Bumstock came under scrutiny
Wednesday.
Concerned Orono residents, town
councilors and officials met with
UMtitte students, administrators an41
staff to express their views.
Sheldon Hartstone has good reason to
he concerned. He owns Park Place 6n
Park Street, which is directly acsoss from
the field where Bumstock has been held
the past ftIv'years.
Hartstone said that Bumstock attracts
people from are other_ than tbe university conununity and Orono. They park
their cars On his property because they
don't know v. here else to park. he said.
"It's unfair for me and other
residents," Hartstone said. "It's unfair
for the town to have all the police down

there."
To combat the problem, Hailstone is
tiliclibg a fence to keep dthiets who
don't live in his apartments off his
property.
Mike Scott. a member of the OffCampus Board, which is a sponsor of
the event, said "that ,parking situation
can happen anytime" and said 90 percent of the people who attend come
from the l'Maine campus.
"Cars are parked too deep for your
residents right now," he told Hartstone. "It's not that bad of a thing."
Orono Police chief Daniel Lowe said.
there is a problem with having Bumstock
where Rangeley Road and Park Street
eerie*
"It makes (the area) more congested." he said. "My Main concern is
the pedestrian flow. I'll do anything
within my power to preserve safety."
A Grove Street resident, who re(see BUMSTOCK page 3)

phoEo.
Reselers at the 1986 Bumstock listen
to the Rewinders. This location of this
year's Bumstock. April 29. is the

complaint and cootrovers, from residenteefOr000 students.
and Orono and UMaine officials.
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Perestroika will endure in

U.S.S.R., Molotchkov says
by Lisa Cline
Staff Writer
Perestroika will last, according --to
Seigel Molotchkos of the Soviet Unioa's
ACadinny of Sciences.
Speaking to about 40 people at Neville
Hall last night, Molotchkov said the
governmental ivfoliii3 that have been implemented by Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev are "irreversible."
•"What Gorbachev has done cannot be
undone," he
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Location of Bumstock
comes under scrutiny
by Jonathan Bach
Staff Writer

•

The location of the annual "tradition".
that many University of Maine students
know as Bumstock came under scrutiny
Wednesday.
Concerned Orono residents, town
-rouncilors-:and - officials met- --With-1:111.1ame sittdents. administrators and
- - ---sta-frto--expeess---their-Yiews:
Sheldon Hartstone has good reason to
be concerned. He owns Park Place on
Park Street, which is directly across from
the field where Bumstock has been held
the past few years.
Hartstone said that Bumstock attracts
people from areas other than the university Community and Orono. They park
their cars on his property because they
don't know where else to park, he said.
unfair- kr me and other
residents," Hartstone said. "It's unfair
for the town to have all the police down

there"
To combat the problem, Hartstone is
constructing a fence to keep drivers who
- don't live in his apartments off his
properly.
Mike Scott, a. member of the OffCampus Board, which is a sponsor of
the event, said "that parking situation
can -happen anytime and sa90- percent of UWW-ho anent come
from the-UN1aine iaiupu.
"Cars are parked too deep for your
residents right now." he told Hartstone. "It's not that bad of a thing."
Orono Police Chief bank' Lowe said
there is a problem with having Bumstock
where Rangeley Road and Park Street
converge.
"It makes (the area) more congested," he said. "My main concern is
the pedestrian flow. I'll do anything
within my power to preserve safety.
A Grove Street resident, who re
(see BUMSTOCk page 3)

Perestroika will, endure in
U.S.S.R., Molotchkoli says
by isa Chne Staff Writer
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Perestroika will last, according to
Sergei Molotchkos of the Soviet Union's
Academy of Sciences.
Speaking to about 40 people at Nevilk
Hall last night, Molotchkos said the
governmental reforms that have been implemented by Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev are !Irreversible." .
-What Gorbadiev
—bai
--Oktniot be
undoue," he, said.'

Sergei

Molotehkov

-understands that we must go forward
and-canneitgo- back," beiald. "Some
would even say we are doomed to succeed."
Molotchkov's lecture, "Perestroika
and Glasnost in the Soviet Union,"
was iponsored by the Canadian
AmericanCenter.
Molotchkos said that as the slogan of
the 1919 Russian Revolution, "Ail power
to the Soviets," once again comes to
the forefront, the people are beginningto realize that the destiny of their coun___Lry__Win their own handi. —
He said Gorbachev has attempted to
decentralize the esisting power structure
and get the people involved in the
democratization of the Soviet Union.
An attempt to introduce similar
reforms 'under Nikita ,Khrustichev failed because it did not involve the people,
Molotchkov said.
These reforms, he said, were made
following the era of forced collectivization under Joseph Stalin.
But Khrushchev's economic reforms
were soon "dissolved and digested" by
the:administrative structure, he said.
Gorbachev's attempt at introducing
modern democracy into the Soviet
Union was initiated during a period of
economic stagnation, Molotchkos..
This was also a time of indifference
and political passivity, according to
Molotchkov.
Gorbachev is attempting to restructure
the administrative establishment which

photo by Scott LeClair

Owe SOVIET page 13)
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File photo

Rrseler. at the 1936 Bumstock listen
to the Ftzwinders. This location of this
year's Bumstock. April 29, is the

source of complaints and contrwvers from residents of Orono,'tudeuti
and Orono and ("Maine officials.

Wright violates House
ru es, committee says
WASHINGTON (AP)— The
House ekhics committee has found
"reason to believe" Speaker Jim
Wright improperly accepted gifts
from a business partner and sought
to evade outside income limits
through bulk sales of his book,. a
source familiar with the probe said
late Wednesday.
The decisions, essentially-Winpleting the panel's 10-month insestigation of the speaker's finances,
dealt a severe political blow to Wright
and appeared likely to jeopardize his
standing as the Democratic Party's
top elected official.
Wright continued to maintain he
has done nothiig wrong and was expected to mount vigorous defense.
"All options are open," said Wright
spokesman Mark Johnson.
The source, speaking on condition
of anonymity, said a strong bipartisan
majority of the 12-member committee voted behind closed doors
Wednesday to find that Wright had.
apparently violated House rules in the
two most serious areas before the
panel: the acceptance of gifts from a
person with an interest in legislation
and the evasion of outside income
limits.
That further underscored the
political trouble the decision presents
for Wright, D-Texas.

The committee voted that benefits
received from Fort Worth developer
George Mallick from 1980 through
1984, valued at more than $100,000,
amounted to unreported "gifts" that
were Improper because Mallick, an
investor in real estate and oil and gas
ventures, had a greater interest in congressional legislation than an ordinary citizen, the source said.
And it doncluded that Wright, in
roughly half a dozen instances, had
made bulk sales of his book, "Reflections of a Public Man," to groups
_which had hosted him as a speaker,
in lieu of speaking fees, the source
said. Under House rules, speaking
fees are subject to limits„-while book
royalties an not.
'
-The committee plans to meet again
Thursday, said chairman Julian Dixon, 1)-Calif. But a source familiar
with the process said all major decisions have been made, and the
meeting will be only to work on drafting the committee's final report.
Most difficult for the committee,
sources said, was the issue of whether
Mallick, a longtime friend of Wright,
had motives other than friendship
when he paid the speaker's wife, Betty, $18,000 a year in salary and gave
the Wrights rent-free use of a condominium and a 1979 Cadillac.
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10 a.m.- 3 p.m.

('Maine Bookstore.

Thursday's Special

LasaqNa
FaNbaNqo !
ONly $5,25
A generous plateful of pasta,
cheest 'and fresh lean' meat
smothered in David's own
sauce. Plus oven warmed garlic
bread and cold, crisp salad for
a budget pleasing price.

VsASHINGION (AP)—Close to I
million new semiautomatic assault.
style rifles could flood the United
States if the Bush administration
decides to end its suspension of such
imports.
. Gun importers have applications to
bring in 965,000 of the weapons pendingauthe_Bureauof Alcohol, Tobac=
co and Firearms, according to
spokesman Dick Pedersen.
The import suspension was imposed March 14 a! publifl4 gi-OWc
outcries over the increase use of the
weapons such as semiautomatic version of AX-47s and Uzi carbines in
drug-related siolence, and the
January
slayings
of
foe...

es
A Unique Italian Restaurant

28-Mitt St. Orono, ME 04473 207/86fraf- 200

_

schoolchildren in Stockton,
.The itispension covered some
400.000 weapons including about
300.000 for which import permits
already had been approved. Last
week,• the administration expanded
the suspension to cover 240.000
sepanue weapons.
noticed the increase in these
showing up in crimes, an increase in
demand, and we reacted to it,"
Pederseosaid."The main thing is that
we might be _ nipping the
semiautomatic assan44ype - rifle in
the bud rather than have millions of
them flooding in here."
Nesertheless, gun .importers are
.:ontinuinkto submit applications, he
said Tuesday.

Editors meet for '1unn-16s"--convention
WASHINGTON(AP)--About lOu
newspaper editors sat down after
breakfast Wednesday—about the time
millions of their readers Were turning
to the comic pages—to discuss
.1 whether "Cathy" should be political
and what to do when the-kids grow
up iri7For Better or Worse_"
Serious issues ihesc, so there wasn't
a single outburst of laughter when
members of the American Society of.
Newspaper Editors attended a convention workshop on what funnies
they print.
,Hciw serious?
Well,. the people who draw the
_"comics_Aire referred so-as- "artists.-"
Among those who review their works

for the syndicates that sell them to
newspaper are lawyers. who have a
field day with "Dooncsbury," ancleditors, who sometimes must
negotiate with an artist to tone down
a character's off-color language.
And newspaper editors whis-decale
that a strip hasgone niolauandlank_____
it from themes for a day,or two and
better bracc some reader's are sure to
hurl the ugly term "censor."
"Puiling-a- strip-draws id much at =
tentton to it and to you as castor, that
you're reluctant to do it," reported.
'Marty Claus, managing editor for
_ featuies_and---businest at-the -Dentin- E
-Frit Press.

Drunk drivers to meet their victims
BRUNSWICK,, Maine (API—A
District Court judge has been given
the green light to introduce a sentencing that requires drunken drivers to
meet their victims and hear personal
accounts of their tragedies resulting
_ from their behavior,
_
The- progra
—
m, which begins Thursday in t heBrunswick.court, has been
-promoted1W/Siothers Against Drunk
DrIWTS, which hopes to see it expand
ghoul the state
"We feel that if we can start the
program that other Judges will see the
value of it," said Tom Leeman ,,t
Cundy's Harbor, who monitors the
Bath and Brunswick District(.ourt
- fofMADD.
Judge Clifford F. O'Rourke said
.

•
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Ban cuts flow of imported weapons
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day in poor vlsibdity spotted a
medium sheen of oil around Chugach
Islands and Barren Islands on the
edge of the Cook Inlet. which leads'
to Homer. Kodiak Island and
Anchorage
"If it keeps mos mg in the general
direction .it's going to get there."
said Dan Lawn. a Department of En
vironmental Conservation official in
Cbarte'Cifiracking the oil

a
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VALDEZ (AN— Aerial surveys
showed k'significantls less oil visible
on the water" after two days of high
winds and rough seas broke up much
of the Exxon Valdez oil spill, the
Coast Guard said Wednesday.
Off the coast outside Prince
Williani.Sound. where the tanker ran
aground on Bligh Reef and lost more
than 10 rni1lit511 gallons, observation
flights_ found little morethan patches
of light sheen and-spoti--af_thic_k.
crude mousse, said Coast Guard
•
spokesman Brad Smith.
But state officials. disputed that
account.
....tknoverflight the% conducted Tues-

Dr

The Victim Impact Panel, as the
program is known, has worked in
other states to curb repeat offenses.
Leeman Said. In areas of Waslington
state where the program ad been in
place for several years,
repeat offender rate !dropped to 1 percent,
compared to a current rate of 20 percent in Cumberland County.
Wednesday he had risaistedc.learance
to begin the program from Chief
Judge Bernard M. Devine.
But logistical details remain to be
worked out.
"I'm kind of doing it with my •
fingers crossed," O'Rourke
"We may have to make some adjustments as we go along "
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MATAMOROS, Mexico (AP) -Drug smugglers killed at least 12 people.
including an American college student,
in satanic rites designed to bring
demonic protection to their illegal activities, officials said today.
1Police said they would continue digging today for two more bodies believed
buried at a ranch just below the Mexican
border.
"Very ckarls they believed the human
sacrifices and the animal sacrifices put
a magical shield around them that protected them from evil or harm, even up
to bullets," said Texas Attorney
General Jim Mattox.
Cameron County Sheriff Alex Perez
said the scene was "like a human
slaughterhouse." .
Mexican officials said five men have
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continued from page one)
quested that she remain anonymous,
said she has a problem with "the
spinoff' from the concert.
"Last year, people were defecating
and urinating in my garden." she
said. "They said. 'Where are we supposed to go?'"
'The resident-also said people were
throwing garbage_in. her yard and
walking to a specific apartment to get
alcohol.
"1 don't have a problem with the
idea(of Burnstock). 1 think it's a great
icrea,'buT T-- ve a problem witW the
spinoff of it," she said.
Another resident of Grove Street
said people walked across his property and threw beer cans and bottles in
his yard.
He said the "tradition" wasn't so
important that it had to be preserved
at its present location.
"The tradition is not a standard, it's
a principle," he said. "1f— the
university could contain it in it's own
property, fine."
Scott said the area is cleaned and
is spotless after the event. The littering of the grounds, he sail& is an expected occurrence.
Scott *id Lowe has an attitude
—stbent" towarduthtiOst of haras
students and that the town has an
"out-of-sight:Mu-of-mind" attitude
toward Bumstock.
After intense and vociferous debate
was calmed, John Halstead, vice
president for Student Affairs, said
there should be a differentiation between Bumstock and the "peripheral
things" that occur.
"I think we're all concerned with
the welfare and well-being Of
residents," he said. "We ought to
move toward some resolution."
Dwight Rideout, who is the assistant vice president and dean of Student Services, said administrators and
student leaders will meet and make a
decision on the location before the
end of the week.
Asked if the event specifically was
in jeopardy, Rideout said, "It is being reviewed."

been arrested in the case, but U.S. officials listed only four. Authorities on •
both sides of the border are seeking the
alleged ringleader, Adolfo de Jesus Constanzo, a Cuban in his late 40s.
At least one victim was kidnapped in
Brownsville within the last month, and
as many as three of the dead may be
American, officials said.
Twelve bodies were discovered in a
mass grave on lbesday. The bodies were
mutilated, and authorities said they
found candles and kettles full of body
parts and animal bones.
Suspects in Mexican custody have told
police of 14 human sacrifices, and
evidence indicates there may be more,
said Oran Neck, U.S. Customs chief
agent in Brownsville.

Contrary to officials assertions on
Tliesday, Neck said today there was no
evidence of cannibalism.
Constanzo apparently introduced a
sort of voodoo or black magic to the
area, Neck said.
The ritual "has overtones of a
religious cult that has been exported out
of Cuba and Haiti as 'Santeria:" Neck
said, based on feathers and other
evidence of rituals at the ranch and the
Matamoros home of a woman sought by
police.
The dead included 2i-year-old University of Texas student Mark Kilroy, who
vanished last month in Matamoros while
on spring break, Sheriffs U. George
Gavito said.

The cult had been involved in human
sacrifices for about nine months, the
lieutenant said, and prayed -to the devil
"so the police would not arrest them, so
bullets would not kill them and so they
could make more money."
Authorities would not identify the
other victims, but said all were mates.
Some victims were shot in the head,
and others appeared to have been slain
with machetes or sledgehammers, Neck
said.

Pim Cafferty And-The
Beaver Brown Band
_

Wednesday, April 19th
8:00 p.m.
at the Field House
UMaine, Orono
with special guest
In The Flesh

Tickets:
$3 Maine Day Participants
—SO-General Public-

IL
;

Maine Day Particpatanta canAnty tac iket w ,th
buttons on April 19th 12:00 - LOO p.m. at Barbacur
2:00 p.m. to shown me at Fieldhouvr

General Public Tickets available at the
Grasshopper Shop,downtown Bangor ,
ROC Office, 3rd floor Memorial Union,UMaine
Student Activities Office, Colby College
* for more information call 581-1760
5814761
•

sponsored by:
EAST, WEST,SOUTH,
CAMPUS AREA
BOARDS
40,01 neat teams

Give yourself
a hint
against
breast
cancer 0-1

Kilroy apparently was chosen at random after the cult members "were told
to pick one Anglo male that particular
night," Gavito said.
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South African-journalist
to speak Thursday night

African nations
adjust to independence
by Colleen Lowe Mortis
The Christian Science :Won't°.

by Christina Koliander
Staff Writer
A South African journalist discussed present-day journalism in his home
country at a press conference Wednesday morning:
Joseph Thloloe, the editor of South
Africa's largest black newspaper, The
Sowetan, is on a two-day visit to the
'University of Maine, speaking to
classes and presenting lectures.
As a journalist, Thloloe has spent
many years under deeiniori and in
prison.
"You get a nice letter that says your
presence in society endangers the enforcement of law and order," he
said.
In 1981, Thloloe was ordered to
stop working as a journalist for three
years.
"In 1982, they (the government)
came to collect me. This time I was
detained for interrogation Laws," he
said.
Thloloc said some journalists are
currently under detention in South
Africa.
What happens behind the scenes is
frightening, he said, adding that he
could say no more about it.
Thloloe said although censorship
of the press does mist in South
Africa, it is not di .
The large majority of the
newspapers in South Africa are owned by whites, Thloloe said.

Critics sas such are the classic
arguments put forward by African
leaders to justify their autocracy.
"Organized political groups are the
paranoia of any politician." says a
Ghanaian opposition figure who has
been detained several times.
"Who is making the decision that parties are not working?
Those who want to stay in power, of

He said newspapers can't publish
pictures of an "unrest" situation. An
"unrest" situation, he said, is an area
ACCRA,Ghana — The West African
the police have blocked off and have
nation of Ghana recently completed a
specifically said journalists are not
round of elections that said much about
allowed to enter.
the difficulty of transplanting Western
Thloloe said he believes it is his duconcepts ofdemocracy on this continent.
ty as a South African to let
--Judged by those concepts, the district
Americans know what is going on in
assembly elections were a "nonsensical
his country.
, exercise," says a Western diplomat in collfSe...
"The interest in South Africa (by
In former colonies such as Mozambi• Accra. The elections, which ended in late
Americans) has died," he 'said.
February, were staggered over three que and Angola, the strongest parties in
"That bothers me."
months, were contested by people the struggle for freedom assumed power
Thloloe said he would like to sec a
without party affiliation, and will send at independence and are still in place.
flow of information from South
Most countries where the transition to
winners to a national einem* by means
Africa enter the United States.
-independence proved more peaceful innot yet spelled out.
He said he secs the media coverage •
But many Africans argue that a com- itially adopted Westminister-style
of South Africa by the U.S. media as
bination of culture, strong regional multiparty systems. But these soon fell
very sketchy.
loyalties, and the imperatives of develop- to military juntas, as in the case of
There is the very confident excuse
ment make western-style democracy and Ghana and Togo, Of converted to onethat the.re is censorship in South
political pluralism a luxur the can't party systems, as in the case of Zambia,
Africa, which prevents stories from --..- afford.
Malawi, Tanzania and Kenya, to name
being written, he said.
Ghana's election highlights a number a few.
Thloloe's journalism career began.
Several efforts have been made by
of these issues, which are pushing a
in 1961 at The World. a newspaper
growing number of African countries military governments to hand over to
that was banned by the government
toward single-party, centralized rule.
civilians following elections.
in 1977. He served is the president of
Nigeria's military government, led by
One-third of the National Assembly'
the Union of Black Journalists in
will be filled by government appointees Maj. Gen. Ibrahim Babangida„ says it
1975. It was also banned in 1977.
— an arrangement officials say is will hand over to a civilian two-party•
Thloloe is in the United States as
necessary to ensure sufficient expertise system in 1992.
a Neiman Fellow at Harvard Univerin the body, given the country's high rate
However, an almost universal feature
sity for 1988-1989.
of illiteracy.
of previous efforts by the military to
"This has given me a chance to pull
And, Ghanian officials justify the . make way for civilians — in Nigeria and
back and detach myself from the pronon-partisan nature of the local elections elsewhere on the continent — is dint the
blem," he said.
as in the country's best interests.
succeeding governments have been
Thloloc will present ----Tecture
"The party system in Ghana in the short-lived.
tonight titled, "The Future of South
past polarized the country to an extent
Of more lasting impact We the efforts
Africa." It will be held in 101
where it was difficult to build any kind. — such as in Ethiopia and Zaire — by
Nesille Hall at ":30 p.m.
of co
sus," says Secretary for
116—
irathina
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IS

Soviets arrive today
by Doris Rygalski
Staff Writer

classi
African

Zdrasivufte!
That's hello in Russian, and during
the next week, there's a good chance it
will be heard quite often, for the Russians are indeed coming.
Al 11 p.m. on Thursday, IS students,.
administrators, and faculty from
Kharkov State University in the Ukraine
are scheduled to arrive at the Bangor International Airport.
The visit will be the beginning of the
second annual cultural exchange bet•
wern the University of Maine System
_and khar kosi University.
The U.S.-U.S.S.R. University Pair'.ng
Program was coordinated last year .by
the Citizen Exchange Council, the oldest
private organization engaged in U.S.Soviet exchanges.
Besides the UMaine system, the program originally-involved four other
schools — Harseard, Stanford. Williams
and Lafayette.
According to Virginia WallaceWhitaker, UMaine assistant professor of
journalism and broadcasting and campus coordinator for the exchange, the
program has expanded.
ThR year Lindenwood College, Santa Clara University, the urusersities of
North Carolina and Texas, and Yale
University have also joined the program,
she said.
Wallace-Whitaker said the Kharkos
representatives will visit the UMaine
camplis for a week and will move on to
the University of Southern Maine for
21.: days.
After visiting- U-SM, she said, the envoys will then go on to Boston. where
they'll be met by some representatives
from UMaine.
Tours of Boston and Washington,
DC. will he made before the group finally departs for the Soviet Union.
-While at l.%laine, however, the Soviet
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envoys will be introduced to campus life
starting orr Friday. •
Aside from attending classes, they will
be touring several facilities throughout
the campus: the new Surface Science
Technology lab at 10 a.m.; the Computer
Center at II a.m.; and the caribou opens
at 1:30 p.m.
In addition, at 3 p.m., the group will
meet with UMaine President Dale W.
Lick and will be welcomed at a reception and dinner in Hilltop Commons at
6 p.m.
On Saturday, the envoys will head for
Bar Harbor for most of the day.
Sunday will begin with a breakfast
with the Orono Nuclear Arms Concern
Group at 9 a.m., and at 4 p.m., the
Kharkos representatives will be entertained by a performance at the Maine
Center for the Arts.
On Monday, the envoys touring the
university farm at 9 a.m., Jenness Hall
papermaking facilities at 10 a.m., the air _
traffic control tower at the Bangor International Airport at 2 p.m., and the
Daily Maine Campus office at 4 p.m.
On Tuesday, the entourage will be
visiting the Cartographic Information
Center at Nutting Hall at 9 a.m., the
Hudson Museum at 9:30 a.m., the
Bangor District Court Building at 12:4
p.m., and WABI-TV at 3 p.m.
Beginning at 10 a.m. on Wednesday.
the Maine Day 'activities will be the focus
with a barbarcue and oozeball game at
the Steam Plant parking lot.
There will also be a press conference
in the North and South Lown rooms in
the Memorial Union at 4 p.m.
On April 20, the group-will leave by
Kits for Augusta to meet USM'hosts at
930 a.m.
But contact with Kharkov doesn't end
there..
-- Wallace-Whitaker Said the roles will be
reversed when Kharkos will in turn host
envoys from the UMaine system on May
13.

Communist Party chief
offers resignation
MOSCOW (AP) — The Communist Party chief of Soviet Georgia
offered to resign after the republic's
leaders met to discuss a clash between
troops and nationalist protesters that
left 19 people dead, a Foreign
Ministry spokesman said today.
The announcement came as scattered strikes continued in the southern
republic and funerals were readied for
the people who were killed during the
suppression of protests calling for
independence.
Gennady Gerasimov, the Foreign
Ministry spokesman, said party
leader Dzhumber Patiashvili,"asked
to be relieved of his duties" at a
leadership meeting Tuesday night and
that the party will now decide his fate.
Gerasimov said Patiashvili acted
after widespread criticism of
Georgian leaders, but the spokesman
did not specify what prompted the
complaints.
4
Officials have said 18 civilians died
in the, violence Sunday. but
•Gerasimov today said another girl
had died Tuesday, bringing the death
toll to 19.
Their funerals will be held Thursday, Friday and Saturday, he said.
Pravda put the number of police
and -troops in the clash Sunday between Soviet troops and proindependence demonstrators at 91.
Previously, officials had said r'-'5
soldiers and police were hurt.
No reason was gisen for the
change.
Foreign Minister Eduard -A:
Sheirdnadze, an ethnic Ge

mained in his home republic to help
quell the unrest. He met with people
on the street and had a "heated but
at the same time substantive
dialogue," Gerasimov said.
The official Communist Party
newspaper Pravda said today that the
mood remained "extremely tense" in
Tbilisi, the Georgian capital, and
several other cities in the republic.
A church employee in Tbilisi, who
demanded anony—"y, said in a
telephone interview that the situation
in the, capital is "more or less quiet
now" and that authorities had promised to lift an overnight curfew.
Authorities continued to enforce a
ban on public gatherings.
The central square where the clash
took place was covered today in
flowers, placed as memorial tributes
to the dead, said Zhorab Lomidze, an
editor at the Georgian news agency
Gruzinform.
President Mikhail Gorbachev was
quoted Tuesday as saying he will oppose "extremism, anti-Soviet displays
and the destructive actions of adventurist elements."
About 200 people were arrested for
violating the curfew, and police were
confiscating 66,000 registered hunting
rifles from the public, Gerasimov told
reporters Tuesday. He did not give a
reason.
Demonstrations in the southern
republic began April 4.
Protesters had attacked calls from
some members of the republic's ethnic
Abkhazians minority to secede
hecauit otaltepd discrimination by
(eorgians. —

The Daily Maine Campus
urges you to support

Interested in writing a guest column?
rtiact The Daily Maine Campus,
Suite 107A, Lord Hall, UMaine

MaiNe Day 689

_Penobscot Terrace Apartments
Now renting 5 bedroom
townhouse apartments.
$685 per month,
includes heat and hot water.
1/2 mile from the Witeampus_

Service Projects

Wake-up Parade

Cait--866-14r4andleave a messagejorlirs. _Strciwn

Looking for a head start on next
semester?

00zeball

Hilltop Health Club is looking for
part time help next fall.
If interested call 581-4809.
Applications due by April 19th.
Fill out an application today
and get a head start on next semester!

-

Wednesday, April 19th
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°African

leostbseed from page

long-entrenched military juntas to create
Zimbabwe's
widest
circulation
their own single political parties.
newspaper, the Sunday Mail, and a • '
About half a dozen African cotintries
respected commentator on African
claim to haw muhiparty systems, though
pOlitical affairs, agrees.
some of these claims are arguable at
But Musarurwa says that political
best.
pragmatisarrather than his gut feelings
In Zimbabwe, the ruling ZimblibiVe---Convince tiiin—fhillhe one-party Mate Is _ , •
African National Union and the opposithe only way to go.
tion Zimbabwe African People's Union
In both Zimbabwe's indigenous Shona
signed a merger agreement last year leavand Ndebele languages, he points out,
the words "opponent" and "enemy" are
ing, in effect, only one opposition
synonomous, and "the idea of /loyal
mattbet_of. parliament.
President Robert Mugabe has inopposition' is quite alien.
African political parties, such as
dicated that the British-brokered Constitution that ushered in Zimbabweifth-.,.. ZANU, which had its Power base among
the Shona, and ZAPU, which had its
deperalence in 1980 is up for review &tut
year. at which time the de facto onepower bast among the minority Ndebele,
party system in Zimbabwe is enshrined
tend to be formed along regional and
ethnic lines, Musarurwa adds.
in law.
Ghanaian leader Lt. Jerry Rawlings
remains vehemently opposed to a
These factors, the political analyst
multiparty system.
contends, combine to make "violence an
"Party politics has tended to be a
inevitable component of most multiparcompetition, on the one hand to stay in
ty systems in Africa."
power and on the other hand to oust the
The few countries in which the
ruling party, and much time and money,
multiparty system has worked, such as
not to mention acrimony, has been spent
Botswana, are characterized by a high
on this, instead of being channeled
degree of tolerance particular to that
toward development."
culture, htusartitwa observes.
Candidates in the recent district elec• tTi—
addition, "the Opposition panics
tions hid..to . subscribe. to-the broad
are so small as to render them a nuisance
policies espoused by the military "provalue, rather than .a real threat to the
visions national defense council." but
status quo."
stood on their own individual platforms.
For most African countries, according
The Ghanaian opposition source
to Musarurwa, it boils down to a simple
criticiies this approach as "an element
choice between "the anarchy and
of authoritarian paternalism in the atviolence of :the multiparty system" or
titude of those WM atgudiat they have
"the peace with the possibility of dic- •
determined the political course for
tatorship offered by the single party
everyone'
system. '•
if put to the test of &national referenIn Zimbabwe, for example, soon after
by Rich
dum, as was done in Algeria this year,
the announcement of the merger betclass.
to
Rob DesRochers jumps over 'Lake Neville' on his way
African elites would be surprised at the
ween the two main parties, attacks in the..
public opinion in favor of the multiparsouthwest ZAPU stronghold of
ty system, this source argues.
Matabeleland "miraculously vanishWllie Musarurvra, a former editor of
ed," he notes.
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New York City using barges as jails
ships. The Bibby Venture, which is :osins
saandshfloating to pay for the 'get tough on crime' atin_csiintiners.
oran
ator
:
for
barge
are plant
v
titude that seems to permeate our Sociemoored off Brooklyn, and which the city
bus depot.
ty," comments H.R. DeLuCca, a
west
end
of
Greenplans to move to the
Marcy Benstock, director of the Clean
former
New York 'State deputy
wich/Male,is four stories high and has
Air Campaign, a community group opsuperintendent
of corrections, now a
37Irboda. A seconkbarge, the Bibby
fears
-professor
of
torietticnis
at John Jay ('olNEW-YORK — New-- Nbrk- City-is-ad7
Resolution, which the city bought last
this could be part ofa trend of cities enCriminal
lege
of
Justice.
dressing a shortage of jail cells by
year for $20 million, will arrive from
croaching on wetlands and waterways. "
Councilwoman Greitzer, however,
Europe in April. It will house 400 on the
floating some old tubs — and planning
"Non-water-dependent structures
worries
about the negative impression all
back
to
Harking
East
River.
new
one.
a gargantuan
should be put on land if posible."_
of
the
flotsam
and jetsam will make on
Yet to come is the city's-Own concoca centuries-old remedy, the city is using
She i4Tis NéiYork city is considering
tourists
—
who
are rapidly becoming
tion, a massive, 800-bed barge looking
iail barges to hold hundreds of prisoners
floating homeless shelters, It's enNew
York's-blo.
-1
source of income. As
like a futurist
-- ic office building. Price tag:
PortslitOiind Manhattan.
vironmentally damaging, and MI;
for
the
city's
popular
Sightseeing boat
at least $125 million, or $171,000 abed.
One re-outfitted British troop carrier
courages cities to use these areas for
trips.
"We
don't
have
castles on the
convicts,
this
is
less
than
land-based
with
Officials
say
is already doing duty
dumping grounds for their problems inRhine.
They'll
be
going
around
Nianhat
cells.
another will arrive shortly, and a third
stead of addressing them."
Instead, residents say it is a desecra,
ba.rge, the length of two football Bads,
"It says a lot about society's reluctance tan pointing out prison barges."
tion of the waterfront, and worry that
is being custom-built in Louisiana.TTa nearby-moored jail will translate into
The city is hurrying these alternatives,
increased crime. The say prisoners from
it says, to avoid having to release
Bibby Venture might remain in the
prisoners. The need for additional cells
neighborhood' upon release.
is largely due to accelerated drug arrests
Certainly, no community seems eager
during the past year by thellictical Narto play host to lockups, buoyant or
cotics Team, a city police unit aimed at
Cola district. Fire engines raced to
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) Moslem
otherwise. "Nobody wants them
the crack trade.
battle the blaze, police said.
and Christian forces turned their
anywhere," says Tom Kelly, -spokesman
Last spring, city cells held about
Motorists sped away after a shell
howitzers on residential areas of
for Mayor Edward Koch. But he says the
15,000 city inmates, already there are
slammed
into the seaside boulevard
Beirut on Wednesday, killing 12 peocity has neither the land nor the time to
more than 18,000; by summer that figure
near
fish
restaurants
in Moslem west
ple in a withering attack that began
build jails on solid ground. "This was
could top 21,000. "Our population just
Beirut's
Raouche
district.
on the eve of the cisil war's 14th
the quickest and safest way to do it."
keeps soaring," says Tom Antenen, of
French Ambassador Paul Blanc
anniversary.
exploitation
of
Critics see the move as
the New York City Correction
told
reporters a shell scored a direct
The leader of the Chnstian army
a natural resource.
Department.
hit
on
the French Embassy com'said the fighting had reduced
"The waterfront is seen as the pioneers
The last time there were prisoners on
pound
in
the Christian suburb of
Lebanon to -a cadaver in a coffin"
saw the untamed West," says City
boats, at least in the United States, was
Hazmiyeh.
"It inflicted damage, but
and urged the superpowers to help
Councilwoman Carol Greiner, a plainduring the American Revolution, accorno
casualties,"
Blanc said.
end the fighting.
tiff in a lawsuit against the proposed
ding to Jesse Lemisch, an American
Police
said
12
people were killed
The shelling duet was the. fiercest
barge siting. It is near her district that
history professor at John Jay College of
and
38
wounded
in
the daylong bontsince the Arab League called a cease- the Bibby Venture would be docked. She
Criminal Justice. The British kept
bardment
that
targeted
Moslem and
fire in Lebanon a week ago. It broke
says residents were promised a scenic
prisoners of war on rotting hulks in -New
Christian residential districts in the
few
a
minutes
out
after
a
group
of
esplanade as part of more public access
York Harbor; 12,000 died in the squalor.
capital.
right-wing Christian politicians left
Today's models are more solid, and a
to the waterfront.
mail,-192-People has been killed
Beirut for more peace talks in Kuwait.
Instead, in addition to the barge, there
lot more like floating buildings than
and
657 wounded since the most reThe sudden barrage, which shatcent
round of cis il war began March
''"'"'".._-..lauir-....,L
-••--.....,.Tz••-tered an overnight lull, took civilians
....TZ"'
....1.
....az•---- .....zc'r......'R'....31
"
8
between
army commander Gen.
by surprise and forced-them to rush
The Department of Political Science
Michel
Aoun's
mainly Christian
back to bunkers and underground
of the University of Maine presents
troops and an alliance of Syrian and
bomb shelters.
Druse forces.
Shopkeepers lowered their shutters,
Both sides blamed each other.for
Religious Challenge to Secular Authority
employees ran out of their offices and
starting
Wednesday's artillery duel.
pedestrians ran in all directions seekin the Contemporary World
The
latest
round of fighting began
ing shelter.
after
Aoun,
who
also heads the ChrisThe whooshing sound of outgoing
tian militan Cabinet in _Lebanon's
rockets and the thuds of shell exploWells Common Lounge
disided gosernment, ordered a
sions rocked Beirut's Moslem and
blockade of illegal ports run by
Christian sectors.
April 14-15, 1989
Moslem militias. The militias, led by
Black smoke billowed from west
Drusewarlord %Valid Jumblatt,
Beirut's Cornichc Mazraa commercial
9:30 a.m. - Opening remarks.John Hitt. Vice President
thoroughfare and the low-income
(see szutuT page 13)
by Russell W. Baker
The Christian Science Monitor

PANEL NO. 1:
CATALYSTS OF RELIGIOUS CONSCIOUSNESS
IN THE WESTERN HEMISPHERE
April 14 - 10:00-11:30 a.m b

4A-14414I14.1

asz

For fall and summer

PANEL NO. 2
INDICES OF RELIGIOUSLRESURGENCE_IN
EUROPE AND SOVIET UNION
APRIL 14 - 2:00-3:00 Am.

Call:941-9113
866-2516

PANEL NO. 3:
POLITICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF RELIGION
IN THE MIDDLE EAST AND ISLAMIC AFRICA
APRIL 15 - 10:00-11:30 a.m.

Chip's Movie Center
99. Park Street, Orono
866-7441

PANEL NO. 4
PLENARY SESSION
2:00.3:3Qp.rn. Wells Common Lounge
Roundtable discussion of conference participants
Question and answer session with audience
This conference isfree and open to the public

SPECIALS'
Sunday thru Thursday
VCR 6 4 movies
8.99

OR

4 movies for
5.00*

2 movies of the Om of one with this coupon.
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A LESSON IN NEW CAR FINANCING ROM GMAC FOR
TWO AND TOUR YEAR COLLIGE GRADUATES
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A FREE PHONE CALL COULD HELP PUT YOU IN A
NEW GM CAR OR LIGHT-DUTY TRUCK THE EASY WAY. 4

THE GMAC
COLLEGE GRADUATE
FINANCE PLAN.. GET $400
AND MAKE No PAYMENTS
FOR 90 DAYS.*

GUARANTEED FIRANC:ING.

That right. Your financing is
guaranteed as long as you qualify for
.the plan. You can find out all the
details about qualifying in your
GMAC College Graduate Finance
Call 1-800-237-3264, and you'll find
out how GMAC can make your after- Plan information pack.
-college math a lot simpler.
CALL 1-800-237-3264 RIGHT
With GMAC's College Graduate
NOW FOR FREE INFORMATION
Finance Plan, you'll receive:.
Call 1-800-237-3264 now — or send
WU to apply to yourdwri_
- in the coupon —to receive your free
payment when you buy a new
GMAC College Graduate Finance —GM car or light-duty truck.
Plan information pack. There's no
.* OR,$400 to apply-to your tint ----tease-payment.
- — '-obligatiort#_ild-yoy-coud receive a
WO discount on your new GM
*PLUS,%when
.bltou ma be
able to defer your first payment
for.90 days...giving you time'to
(iMAt: .an Equal Cr_echt_Opportuniq Company
get your career up and ruriningMus•deferral of payment option is not available
before you start making
with kasing or other GMAC programs or in
_payments: Finance charges_accnie
. ui uii vrh&k.ha
ivILhJgaiI
from date of purchase.
cash-Selling price of less than $10,000 in
-New-jerwy—
Another important fact: Your $400
discount is in addition to any rebate
©1989(Alia;All Itightx Reserved
or Special financing rate available
when you buy your new GM vehicle.

r.

Yes! Please send my free GMAC
D
College Graduate Finance Plan
Information pack (Print clearly)

Name

City
State

ZIP

WIetge Name

Date of(Iraduattoo.

Mail to:
Finance Plan
General Motors Building. Annex 240
Detroit. Michigan 48202

I

I Or call 1-800.237-3264-now-to-request
free GMAC College Graduate
I
I your
4.
Finance Nan information.
r

- GMAC

L

OFFICIAL SPONSOR OF
AMERICA'S DREAMS
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on't they realize that although it is a nice gesture,
it is an extremely Useless one? The Maine Senate
recently Passed a bill, which Governor John R.
McKernan, Jr. said he plans to sign, which will endowawn.
outstanding Maine political figures with their own custom
designed license plates.
The plates are free and good for a lifetime. The lull
names of the honorees will be stenciled on the dark green
plate with white border. A beautiful state seal will finish
out the one-of-a-kind automobile accessory.
However, this grand honor seems to be a misplaced
,
gesjure.
The two politicians considered for this endowment are
worthy of the state's most pretigious awards and honors.
rhe•• both have set themselves apart and above, not only in
the state of Maine, but in the nation and the world.
Margaret Chase Smith and Edmund S. Muskie are the
two prominent Mainers due to receive the honor. Some
would say this is an appropriate award for two such
people.
There is no doubt that these two are more than worthy
of any tribute the senate or legislature could dream up.
But, how about a practical one? One they could at least
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Bar-room sociology

USC_

Perhaps the Maine Senate didn't realize that the 9I-yearold Smith rarely drives her car anymore Or that Muskie
doesn't have any vehicles registered in Maine, because he
lives in Maryland and only summers here.
If the Maine Senate is going to take the time to create a
bill and then spend money on a gesture of appreciation.
perhaps the• could at least make it a gift that can he used

To the

They come in different SlIeS,
shapes and colors. They can
have floors covered with
carpets, beer or passed out
drunks. They can cater to
various clientele, from yuppies
to drifters,- college kids to
lecherous middle-aged men.
You can go to them to play pool
or dance- to socialize Or pout.
to eat,'drink or chase Mary.
• They are bars, and as a fairly
average college student, I've
been in my. share_ Though the
motifs can vary from Disco
Meat Market to Low Budget
Pub, one thing is a constant:
You always see some weird people in bars.
"Yeah, I saw.you at Geddy's
_ jgg_weekend-, solgaea_rotire_
right," you say.
Thanks. But even without including myself, it's true
And like bird-watchers scanning the horizon for that elusive
• yellow-bellied sap-sucker, some
friends and I have been watching for the eccentlicS.
categOrizingAXM.m1 describing what we set
First, you've-got the- Elton
- John-wan-ha-beef;-Or Johnabees for short. You can spot
them easily, because they're
always playing a mean airkeyboard on their table, the bar,
a railing. or any drunk passersby who he rennuned—stationary for more than five
seconds.
The John-shoes usually look
like they've spent most of their
itati111---inte---computer

screens, and MOST -01 the time
their air-keyboarding is done in
time.to-the bass player's notes.
Further evidence of floppy
disc-itis is the fact that all of
their keyboarding is done with
finger motions that look
strangely like a pattern I learned in my. high school typing

-

me." The more they look like
they're talking, the less actual
dancing they have to do.
The Socializers are quite
common as well. They, too, are
dancing eccentrics, though very
few people ever dance with
more than once.
them
Socializers can be either men or
women, though the females of
the species outnumber their
male counterparts.
The Socializers are easily.
recognizable because their
heads are on a swivel and they
use this to great advantage.
They go out onto the dance
floor with one partner, looking
pretty normal. Then: IT'S
TRANSFORMATION TIME!
class, with a computer-.4wiSt:
The head swivels kicks in, and
they start looking for
RETURN'
Next are the Automatons. somebody, anybody, to_telk to
They're a funny breed who can (anybody, that is, (map(' for
look like total studs until they - Their unfortunate partner).
Then they go bopping
step onto the dance_ foot. At
around the dance floor, talking
that.point,_a strange thing hapto we:woe they know and danpens: they go into a kind of
sitspesidalanimation„complit.
T1IJt'I
-•
_
'mini'their poor wi of a
with'one dance step
ner_ shadow-boxing in the
The Automatons repeat the
same dance step endlessly, in . •corntr.
Usually the sap bails out
the exact same spot on the floor.
the second chorus.
hq_ore
The_sopg's speed or beat don't
Doug Vanderweide and some
matter. For that matter, neither
does the total lack of a song. of his cronies claim to be
members of the last group of
They don't stop until their parteccentrics: The Cold Larnpers.
ner drags them off the floor.
They're the ones who sit around
The Showboats are also danin the corner, alone, for hours
cing fools, although they can't
dance, either. They always have- ---- on-end,.showing no mort. life
than your basic lamp pm- They
gorgeous, well-tanned dates
have no interest in anything.
who love to dance, and they're
happy as hell just- m "stand -save the the direction their nett
beer is coming from.
around out there, look off_ the
Not a badjob.if yousan get
dance/160r at their_Sench„.and
flash "Yeah, She's With Me" it.
looks.
John Holyoke is a senior who
They alternate these looks
a considering a double Jourwith a well-choreographed lean
toward the gorgeous date, durnalism/bar-room sociology maing which they lip-sync the jor What's another six years
words: "Yeah, you're with
between friends?

John Holyoke
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Response
Sodomy legal

A tone of nationalism?
To the editor:

to the editor:
This is in response to a letter
to the editor written by A.P.
Bruno stating that sodomy is illegal m Maine.
Please be informed that the
sodoms law was repealed in
Maine in 1976. The U.S.
Supreme Court case of130wirs
llarriwick Only applies to
those states that itill have
sodomy laws, which are very
trw
Homosexual acts between
consenting adults in the State of
,Maine are not illegal.
Roberta S. Kuriloff
Attorney. Student Legal
Services
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Letters to the editor
. should be 300-words or less, and
guest columns
about 450 words.
For serification
purposes, a name,
address, and phone
number must accompan all letters.

This letter is in response to
Saleem Taj's guest column
published April 10th.
I can not disagree with the
premise of Saieem's article.
Political issues should not be
discussed or decided upon by
bc Salina"
individuals vvho
led into patriotic, emotional
convulsions whenispoon fed
stereotypical ideas by either a
major political power or the
popular press.
However, Saleem's tone
within , his commentary appeared to focus blame on"fun
loving" Americans for their
uninformed emotionalism. I

think Saleem should realize this
is a faulty part off human
nature.
Because I either correctly or
incorrectly perceive a tone of
nationalism with Salem's commentary I must reply as follows:
How are the masses of
their
with
Americans
misconceptions of Afghanistan,
or Moslem affairs in general,
different than those masses of
Moslems who denounced.
Selman Rushdie's Satanic,
Verses as defamatory to the
Moslem religion without having
opened the book?
Jeanette Brawn

Supporting your beliefs is important
•
To the editor:
In response to Walter F. Scott
III, the suggestion that
feminism, women's rights, gay
,rights, and abortion are "insignificant" and "radical" views
is ridiculous. Moreover, it is ignorant to suggest that if our
campus were "over-run" by

these "radical" views then we
"are going to live and behave as
they tell" us.
Supporting your views and
feelings are important. If you
don't support your views by
speaking about them and letting
your feelings known to the
public, then your freedom is
limited to the feelings and view'
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of our politicians. Only by
speaking out and gaining support for our views can we influence our politicians
I fail to see how my life will
be run for me if I have the
freedom to choose which views
to support. Furthermore, how
can it be radical to support an

issue that either directly or indirectly affects my lifer — Walter, I suggest you
reevaluate your opinion or move
to a communist state where
everything is edited for "proper" public exposure.
Dan Hunt

Pigs on display thrown away

On `opening the mind'

lo the editor:

;
To the editor:

We arc glad Residential 1 ite
or whoever feels it's necessary to
spruce up the average meal with
these specialty nights like
"Hawaiian Night." We have,
however one serious complaint.
At all of the commons, and the
Bear's Den (we are told) there
was displayed a real pig cooked
whole with an apple in its
mouth.
We did not appreciate the fact
that this pig was undercooked
whole (yes, it's, not even fully

cooked), cut in half, and then
the front half was put on
display.
Mind you it may be very
Hawaiian. but it is not very appealing when one is trying to
cat. What is even less appealing
is what has happened to the pig
after the meal. They threw it
out, and we find this
disgraceful. So let me see if our
point is made They bought
these pigs (real pigs because
there were people who did not
think they were real), and
undercooked them. Then, they-

disphrped the front half on a
table with the other food (at
least that is what they did at
Stewart), and to top it all off
they threw the .whole pig away.
I am sure glad Residential Life
is using my money effectively.
Note: The "they" referred to
whoever decided to put these
pigs in the commons, not the
management staff at Stewart or
any other dining institution on
campus.
Peter A. Davison
Ned Neubauer
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Don't fear opposing views
To the editor
The following letter is in
response to the letter by Walter
- F. Scott 111 in the Tliesday, April
II edition of The Daily Maine
Campus:
In response to Walter F. Scott
til's letter, — Radical Views' are
getting out of hand", I say
"Relax!" If You aren't one of
the most uptight people at this
univendty I don't know who is.
_But don't worry, you are not
alone You asked if there was a
single "moderate conservative"
professor at this university and
then went on to compare radical
feminists to Nazis. Well there is
one professor with similar views
on campus. I know because he
also compared feminists to
Nazis in a previous issue of The
Daily Main! Campus.

Today Nazism is-a-syraborof— —Do*o-u recognize i &Lon .-Surecilness, of wrong, of violence ly you would not say that proand oppression.
For you to compare feminists
to Nazis is inappropriate Your
own fear of true democracy
causes you to invoke the symbol
of Nazism. Why is it that free
impression is OK only as long as
it's ineffectual? You suggest that
"these groups"(groups holding
opinions different from yours)
haven't discovered "reality".
Have you discovered reality
around you? You don't
recognize the oppression of sexism or homophobia in our
culture.
Would you feel better
that women couldn't vote? That
would be the case if the suffragettes had not demonstrated.

tests against segregation, such
as organizing bus boycotts and
sit-ins at lunch counters, was
against "normal" cultural
evolution. I am grateful to the
people who have had and continue to have the courage to
change our culture's view of
normality.
So again I say take your own
advice, "relax." Have the
courage to try to understand
why people are spending their
time and effort to try and
change the status quo. Don't be
afraid of minority views. Don't
be offended by the Hackey-Sac
players in front of the union.
None of it will oppress you and
it is democratic social evolution.
F Leta Vaughan

In response to Joseph
Sampson's response to "How
the World of Drugs is a Sad
Place": are you ever ignorant
chemical
concerning
dependency! Your statement,
"If you continued using
psychedelics after all these
incidents then it is obvious
that you had mental problems, not drug problems':
reeks of lack of understanding. To use alcoholism as an
example., one could ask,"Do
alcoholics drink because they
have problems or do they
have problems because they
drink?" Alcohol is equated
with the problems and
therefore must be _removed so
(lilt associated issues can be
dealt with.
Chemical dependency or
curs psycholbgically as well
as physically.
Escapism, a major reason
for using recreational drugs,
leads one to believe that
reality, in its present state, is
not acceptable to the user.
One may not become
physically addicted to the
drug, but they do become
addicted to the high -- the
great escape. The damage
created by street, drug use
over an extended period of
time is tragic.
In Portland, an old friend
of mine ate a sheet of "window pane" (LSD). He now
thinks he's Gandhi and occasionally goes on hunger

strikes. No one listens. No
one cares.
------Nine years ago I was a
freshman attending a college
in New York. I was having a
"good time" at a frat party
at a neighboring college
drinking grain alcohol,
straight, smoking grass and
eating methaqualone (back
when it was real). I came out
of a coma the following day _
with IN'. needles in my arm
and a confused look on my
face.
I liked getting high. The
psychological dependency
grew to the point where I
didn't think I could live
without it.
My-life—became—so Unmanageable that I could no .
longer live with it. These
drugs that I defended as a
teenager damned near killed
me by the time I was 22. I
feel sad for people who think
drugs are the answer to any
question.
Many people defended
their rights to drug right into their graves. I hope you
wake up to the idea that life,
in and of itself, can be a
beautiful experience throupli_clean and sober eyes.
I am now 26 ant,- .freshman again. I thank God
I have enough brain cells left
to learn. I expand my mind
with books and stimulating
conversation. Try it.
Name witheld upon request
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Donnie and Dave are "unofficial"
To the editor
Some good news and bad
news for listeners of WMEB's
notorious Donnie and Dave
Show, the reputed official show.
.of the General Student Senate:
the good news is that after being accepted unanimously by
the GSS, we are both feeling fit,
training hard, and riding an alltime career high.
The had news? We no longer
feel, train, or ride for WMEB.
Boom:
' Therealopears to-be an everwe
increasing avalanche of
deem unnecessary (if not
funnybone-tickling) concern
wiffling about in the wake of
Wednesdas's tidbit featurette.
Our objectises were honorable,
if not bs deed, then surely by
intent.
We figured the juxtaposition
if only for three hours a week,
of the governing body of

[Maine undetgrads with the
campus radio station would:
A) allow the GSS an informal. humorous conduit to an
otherwise
unattainable
audienCe
B) generate a wad of free
- publicity not only for WMEB.
'
C) yes, for our own greedy
selves and our silly little show.
Let's take a deep breath, shall
we? This entire charade was the
result of a fleeting whim. A joke
gone awry, if you will. So far,
-we've been accused, among
lesser atrocities, of tampering
with format and.cohimandeering programming.
Wow. Hefty', considering that
all we wanted,was a cheesy gimmick to play with on a show
which would have remained
your basic format presentation.
not the Donahue-On-Ice feared
by certain higherups.
' This is not a letter of self-

deprecation, nor is it one of
complaining, whining, or
apologies. Above and beyond
clarification, this message
represents an open invitation to
all those dedicated to Wednesafternoon
listening
day
pleasure.
Swing by Cumberland Hall,
anytime from three to six. Striving for those who demand a little more than monotone
backlogging and State Police
PSA's, we'll be spinning the
platters and laying the patter
We may lack the eloquence-of
an executive staff, but we have
no format and we play all
requests.
Thanks to all our former
listeners and supporters.
Donnie O'Quinn
Dave McGowan
Unofficial Deejays of the
1992 Democratic National
Convention

The Daily Maine campus reserves the
right to edit letters for length, taste, and libel.

Women deserve equal teams
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Condom machine proposal
To the editor
,ure is found,
NIDS is a fatal disease.
Prevention is the only
method of control. As proven by the surgeon general,
the use of condoms reduces
the risk or contracting AIDS,
For many students college
is a time of promiscuity and
social freedom. Instead of ignoring this majority the
university should further attempt to educate and protect
these young adults.
As concerned students of
the University of Maine, we

propose the installation of
condom
dispensers
throughout
campus
lavatotjes„ With . ins est tga
ve discowird that
for a nominal installation fee
this service is easily attainable. It is practical to
assume that through the sale
of these condoms, profit IS
unavoidable, Financially, the
school would not lose and
the students would onI
gain.
Set h Friedman
Michael Flaherty
Hart Hall

I
To the editor
It is time that the University
of Maine administration stop
making excuses and take action.
Women are being slighted by
the athletic department on this
campus. The men's soccer program has been around for a
mere twenty-five years, so why
should a women's equivalent be
-established so quickly'? A
"phase-in" method that would
make the women's club a varsity team in 3 years is just another
_ waY10 bypass article IX arid put
off the team in general. It is a
weak proposal. Varsity status
must be full_stat us to allow the
team to bioime a successful
division I competitor in a
relatively short period of.time.

The men's team hiiiVeliti doing quite well and is among the
top ten in its field. But why.
wou4d that justify a women's
program? After all, women are
different so it must be approached differently according
to the sexist logic of the
bureaucratic males on this campus. Women must be given the
same opportunities as men. Is
it an oversight that for such a ,
long time, the university administration has failed to notice
such a blatant flaw in its
system? Or is it thata school
that claims to care about the
welfare of its siudents crnl
wants to maintain an image and
make money?
Soccer has gained increasing
,popularity in. the United States

and the state of Maine. With
proper funding, recognition,
and support, soccer could
become as popular and profitmaking as hockey, football, and
basketball that gain the focus of
administration attention. As far
as the reputation of UM; it
looks worse for a school to
discriminate and be one of the
few division I schools without
a women's soccer team. The
women's club team operated on
a "shoe-string" budget this year
and upheld the "Black Bears
-spirit" although this could be
stronger' if the club were officially recognized by the
university.
Amy West phalen
Hart Hall

Apology requested
To the editor:
I want Greg Reid to define
"girly-man," the term used by
Hans in "Wait Lifting"
(D.M.C., 4/12/89)to express his
feelings about other lifters.
Would you use someone's racial
background to make generalizations about athletic ability? I
_hope you learned from
another's experience not to.
1 read your article as a satire
about an overzealous male lifter
who is intolerant of those he
,perceilam...as weaker—By using a
derivative of 'girls- 10 connote
weakness you have made a
generalizaition about women..
Women excel at many sports re.

quiring fitness and endurance.
Strength is not a trait society
deems valuable to women so
few persue strength training.
(However, Jackie Joyce Joyner
weighs approximately 150 lbs.
and can squat 320 lbs.) That
women are athletes is not the
question however. The question
is how do word choices form
labels that restrict people and
help form our value systems?
A'ords are symbols for images, they dirty nuances and
messages about perspective. I
am _asking-you-to reconsider
your
word choice and
apologize.
S.J. Ives

ignorance and apathy pervade campus and societyTo the editor:
Walter Scott's letter to the
editor. -Radical Views' are getting out of- hand:' was a blatant
example of ignorance and
apathy SIM _ SO ocriiides _this
_ campus and society.
How can you say that protest
in the name of feminism.
women's rights, gay rights,
abortion, the proliferation of
nuclear arms, or the present
situation in Central America is,
"absurd and insignificant."

Arc starving children in Central -America insignificant? Is
equal opportunity absurd? Is
the spending of billions on
nuclear weapons, while cutting
millions from social programs
for the needy insignificant?.
Walter, I think if you .asked
yourself-these --quest-ions you
would realize that thcy are not
insignificant issues. In fact I
would aruge that this campus
and society needs more /people
who are willing to stick out their
necks and-figTifT6fitijust

I disagree with your assertion
that radical views.art .getting
out of hand.

plement policies that worked
for the people who really needed help.

The so called radical views
bring fresh ideas and new ways
of approaching problems,I iii--joyed listening to Bernard
Sanders. a socialist mayor from ,
Vermont. [thought what he had
done for the common folk of
Burlington was real proaress.
He had the courage to fight
against the establishment to im-

I am glad to sec that the
University of Maine has professors and students who care
about humanity,and desire to
bring peace and prosperity to
all. Many of whom fight for
women's rights, nuclearfreeze,
and against injustice. By no
means are these people Nazis,
as you have labeled them
Walter. You do not have to ac-

cept their beliefs. You have a
free will,
Walter if you're not interested
in progressive ideas --equal
rights, a better society, and
Justice, then join the status ques.
In the meantime those of us
who are concerned, about
justice are going to continue to
fight for it.

Brett Davis
Penobscot Hall
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responded by shelling Beirut port and
the Christian enclave.
Lang,Syrian gunners joined in the
shelling and supported a land
blockade of the Christian heartland by Moslem troops.
Lebanon's civil war enters its 15th
year Thursday, and the fighting and
the divided government threaten the
nation with permanent, sectarian
nartition.
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NEW HOPE, Pa (AP)— Abbie
Hoffman, who founded the Yippic
movement in the. 1960's and became
a symbol of liberal activism with his
devotion to protests, was found dead
in his home Wednesday night,
authorities said.
Hoffman_ 51,a
at
w
v
about 8:15 p.m. fully dressed under
the covers of his bed, Solebury
Townchip Philif Chief Richard
Mangan said.
Hoffman's death did not seem
suspicious. Mangan said, but police
are investigating. There was no apparent cause of death, he said, and an
autopsy is scheduled --for'Thursday
morning.
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has "paralyzed" further progress, he
said.
His reforms arc designed to give the
people an active role in the economy
process.
Although the vast majority of the
population supports Gorbachev's
policies,Molotchkos said there is still
some resistance to perestroika..
He said the resistance comes
primarily from those who want to
preserve the status quo and those who
say the reforms are coming too slowly.
One reason given by Gorbachev for
the pace of the movement is that the
problems that need to be dealt with
are more numerous than were expected, Molotchkov said.
Another reason cited, he said, is
that the degree of resistance to
perestroika was underestimated.
- He said thc,.new..0Pelles—s—in Mi
country has created a problem unique
to
citizens.
WIfik------the introduction of
democratic ideals has given the people new freedoms, he said, they do nor,
know what to do with them
"Some people simply do not know
how to act," he said.
But, Molotchkov said this is a problem the Soviet people will gladly
deal with.
"Times are difficult, liut at the
same time people are happy," he
said.
CORREC11ON

61

—The weeniest betwixt' WME114111
Nod the General Student Soon at
reported to Shdaeoday's Daily Makes
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Sports
Bears top UNH 2-0
from staff reports

Mike Bourque

It's not just
athletics, is it

The University.'of Maine baseball
learn may have had a shaky start to their
season on their Florida trip but their. feet,
are firmly pranted in conference play.:
But a strong ten-inning pitching per,
tormance from Mike DAndrea and key
extra-inning hitting led the Black Bears
to a 2-0 victory over"the University of
N e% Hampshire yesterday afternoon in
Durham.
The game went nine innings without
any scoring before UPlaine capitalized
in the top of the tenth.
Sophomore Gary Taylor roped a t woout double to kit field with the base"
loaded to give the Black Beats theinning margin.
Tim' Scott led off the inning with a

single before being advanced '.'.hen Brian
Seguin beat out a sacrafice bunt attempt.
Don Hutchinson forced out Scott at
third on . his sacnifice bunt attempt
out to
befott Mark Sweeney grounded
_
first.
Craig Ender walked to load the bases'
to set up 'Taylor's game-winning hit.
D'Andrea, a freshman from Peaks
Island, Maine, tossed a six-hitter while
walking none to improve his record to
He was tested earls in the game when
the Wildcats loaded the bases with no
Outs but managed to pitch out_of_i
The Black Bears tite
-rioitis perfici-Y4
in Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference play and have a 12-19 overall
record.

hman mike trAndres-ammirivitu
hit shutout to lead the Black Bean to a
2-1 win over the IL niversity of New
ampshirr.

Sooner testifies in rape case

--- -iti women'
OK. So everyone War
the room during the attack. Fennell said war.5. Intel:viewed,
NORMAN, Okla: (AP) - An
soccer to become a varsity sport here
before the. attack, Hall told him "if we
"I told the him the investigator)twice,
Oklahoma football player told a judge
at the University -of Maine.
have to we're going to take some from two different ones;The third time I came
Wednesday he witnessed the Sexual
At least that seems to be the
her." McCoy asked Fennell what Hall out and told him everything," Fennell
assault of an Oklahoma City woman by
consensus of vice president for Admeant by "some," Fennell said sex.
said.
teammates Nigel Clay, Bernard Hall and
ministration Thomas Aceto, Athletic
. Fennell testified he went to his own . Fennell also said the victim was drunk.
Glen Bell in an athletic dormitory on
Director Kevin White, club soccer
room after the attack.
The woman's friend "had to keep reminJan. 21:
coach Judy Kirk, the Athletic AdUnder ;rots-examination by by at- ding her.(The woman)-was sitting down
.Claxjiall and Bellare accused of firstviso,ry Boantwomen soccer _players.
_loom. Fred -Shaeffer, Fennell said he and everyliolv and then she would-open
rape in the alleged gang assault.
degree
men soccer players, students, faculty.
gave investigators from McCoy's office her legs and (the friend) would say to
Hall and Clay are also accused on two
Bananas the Bear, and the dogs in
different stories the first two times he 'watch yourself," Fennell said.
counts of furnishing liquor to a_minor.
front of the Memorial Union. Well,
Jimmy Fennell testified in the third
you get the picture-nobody seems
day of a preliminary hearing for the
against the idea. Then again, most of
three former Sooners. Special District
us would also like to retire at 21 and
Judge Gary PUfetil will decide if the
t spend our time in a hot tub in some
should stand trialon the charges ids
three
tropical port but; frirthe tame reason.
them on Feb. 10.
ed
against
we can't:
•
Fennell admitted to District Attorney
Money. That's the reason. Kes in
Tully McCoy that he originally told the
White says(and quite rightly so)that
authorities he knew nothing about the
he can't stretch the athletic departalleged rapes, but said he testified at the
ment's already strained budget to acfriends who said it was the
isFging-of
cornmodate a varsity women's soccer
right thing to do.
program. White hopes that the
Fennell told the court he was in the
legislature will appropriate enough
bedroom of Clay's dorm suite the night
money so that his department can ex--the-woman said she was attacked. He
pand the varsity sports program to insaid the woman did not resist when Hall
clude a new one-women's soccer.
led her back to the bedroom or after
Yes, that's the Maine - Slate
she cstme-out..of the bathroom.
Legislature and the cisitice that If
-"ithink itesaid 't want to talk to you
-approve of,a big-eminglftricrease-for---and she just walked in with hini:"- FenUMainetathietic department is-a hinell said.
de less. than the NAACP offering
The woman had testified Monday that
Dale Lick an executive position.
'-being:pessimistic-or-- sceneone-grehhed-hered-tter
a darkened bedroom-a4-began unzip-cyrirl ijosh, I've never been called'
ping her dress. Fennel said the zipper,....
that efore) but let's think about it.
Sint...,the last time Ufvtaine went to—whichcan diagonally across the-front of
the dress, was not unnpped.
the i -gislature for money there have
Fennell said Hall turned out the lights
been three major incidents that have,
in the bedroom. Soon, he and the others
well, .et's just say, clouded UMaines
in the front room heard a scream and he,
water of integrity. Somehow,(believe
Clay, Keith Traylor and Bell ran into the
it or not) all of these have included
bedroom. some'sort of misjudgement by our
He said Hall tried unsuccessfully to
fine 'resident.
intercourse with the womanand
have
.First, there was The diem Artifacts
then Clay attempted to have intercourse
for Club House Fiasco (whichdoes
with the woman while Hall sat on her
indeed sound like a really bad Indiana
upperbody. Fennell said the woman told
Jones movie). That drew statewide
reactionost of it negative Yet this.41 - Hall 'take your hand off my mouth. I
can't breathe. I'll do,anything you want:"
was not the fault of the. .,UMaine Clay then got up,. Pennell said, and
4thlelie_department. It wasn't its deciHall took his plate and "that's when he
sion to make that trade-off.
penetrated her."
Next was The Pete:- Cavett Affair
"She said, 'Please no, don't do this
(e•non it's not that bad a pun, is it').
I've never been with a guy before" Fen- More negative reaction. Once again
photo by Scott LeClair nell said.
UMaines athletic department took
Spring football is well underway and the University of Maine squad is trying
Fennell said Clay and Bell then had
some of the heat.
to work out the creaks. The spring session culminates with an intra-squad game
sex with the woman, but he did not.
(see SOCCER page 16)
April 29.
on
He said Traylor was off in a corner of
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Arrest warrants issued
for drug-dealing athletes

en is
New

•
tr/ twice.
e I came
Fennell

s drunk.
p reminig down
ild-open
say to

MORGANTOWN, W. Na (AP)- -A was charged with selling cocaine heir a
graduate assistant for West Virginia school.
WVU Athletic Director _Fred Schaus
University's track team, a quarter-miler
and two former Mountancer football immediately suspended both from the
players were arrested Wednesday in a track team.
"I'm just shocked," Schaus said. "I
federal roundup of suspected drug
dealers.
did not know the men very well. They
Arrest warrants were issued for four are suspended from any kind of contact
other former athletes, including a and participation with the track
member of the 1988 football team that team."
Martin Pushkin, WN'U's track coach,
finished 11-1 and played for the national
championship in the Fiesta Bowl, U.S. also =pressed surprise, saying that his
Attorney William Kolibash said.
team is tested for drugs regular!)
"These are all dealers." Kolibash
"When I first heard it, I felt I had gotsaid. "We think we have broken the back ten kicked in the stomach," Pushkin
of cocaine dealing in Morgantown and said. "I am very, very antidrug. If these
people are guilty, they'll get their just
the surrounding area."
Federal, state and local authorities desserts. But I'm not condemning
began arresting 86 suspects shortly after anyone yet."
Police also arrested Lind Murray, who
6 a.m.
Most of the warrants alleged distribu- lettered on the Mountaineer football
tion of cocaine, crack and marijuana in team in 1980 and 1981. He was charged
Morgantown- Ind north_ central west with distributing cocaine, Kolibash said.
Virginia. Authorities also said severain- - Another former football player,
dividuals were charged with firearms Robert Scott Dixon, 27, was charged
with distributing cocaine within 1,000
violations.
A third of the suspects had tics to the feet of a school. Dixon, who started at
linebacker for the '.ilountaineers in the
,:nks,ersity, Kolibash said.
\thong those arrested was Courtney 1984 Bluebonnett Bowl, was a member
\lair of Kingiton. Jamaica, who holds of the football team from 1982 through
six.WVU track records and is a third- 1984.
'ear graduate assistant for the schools
_track_teatn.
•
Matt. 27, was charged with distribution of cocaine within 1,000 feet of
school.
.Dionel Johnson. s 20-year-old
quarter-miler from Lans ng. Mich., also

Oval
PASS IT ON
Ot all the nches:you could
leave to your Lundy. the
most precious is the gift of
ilk. bur bequest to the
American Heart Association
assures that priceless legacy
by supporting research into
heart disease prevention
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Read the Sports Pages
SEC....CMILAIMIlr;iii:SC

Classified ads get results!
HELP WANTED
ARTIST
Cartoon and wash drawings
First class man wanted Steady Kansas
City Slide Co . 1015 Central
This ad
placed in the Kansas City Star on Jan 19
1920 was answered by Walt Disney his
first cartooning lob

WATCHMAKER with references who can
furnish tools State age:-experience and
salary required T 39 Daily News._ (That
ad placed by Richard Sears in Chicago
Daily News, April 1. 1887. was answered
by Alvah Roebuck 1

A HIGH-GRADE YOUNG MAN for office
position requiring some bookkeeping
experience A fine opportunity for right
applicant
Frank SWarj. /Cm Harrison
(This ad placed by AX,?.. Sporkplug Co
It the Flint Michigan. JOurnal, April 23
1914 was answered by Harlowe Curtice,
later President of General Motors I

MEN wanted for hazardous journey.
Small wages, bitter cold, constant
danger, safe return doubtful. Honor and
recognition in case of success. Address.
E H Shackleton, Box 100. (This British
classified ad appeared in 1900. seeking
men for Antarctic expedition
Explorer
Shackleton was swamped with applications

For more information:
contact the Advertising Department at 581-1273

Stop and see Rob Langlois or hill4v DiCieco in the
basement of Lord He

WOW

..

.
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t.o Fullmer on March 4, 1961, in Las

CULVER CITY, Calif. (AP) Sugar
Ray Robinson, whose name and style
"He was a good fighter, probably one
spawned a generation of imitators, died
of
the best," Fullmer said.
Wednesday, remembered as the . real
"He
was rangy. He was fast, quick and
"Sugar Ray," the best fighter poundsmart.
lived.
who
ever
for-pound
"I always admired him and apRobinson, who held both welterweight
preciated
the fact that he gave me the
and middleweight titles, died after a long
chance
to
win
the championship. He was
illness at the age of 67. Although details
fighter."
a
classy
were not immediately available. RobinFormer heavyweight champion Larry
son had been reported to be suffering
Holmes, reached by telephone in
from Alzheimer's disease as well as
Phialadelphia, described Robinson as a
diabetes and hypertension.
pioneer and "the greatest little fighter
Robinson retired from boxing in 1965
known."
I've
after a record of 175-19-6 with 110
Said
Holmes: "Alp: of times people
world
knockouts. He won the vacant
say Muhammed Ali was the greatest of
welterweight title on Dec. 20, 1946 with
all time. He was the greatest of his time,
a 15-round decision over Ibmmy Bell
Larry Holmes was the greatest of his
and never lost a fight to a Welterweight
time,
Mike TYson is the greatest of his
the rest of his career.
time.
his
"Generations of fighters copied
"Sugar Ray Robinson was the man,
style, including Muhammed Ala," said
along with Joe Louis. Those two guys
Archie Moore, former light heavyweight
champion and a friend fat nearly SO- --• upeilttl the -door --ro. -the nal Of
Anytime you get into a conversation
years. "Ali got alot of his style from
.about
all-time greats, those are the two
RobinsonWe'll all miss him. I know I'll
people
everyone talks about."
miss him."
Los Angeles County coroner's
Robinson won the middleweight title
when he stopped Jake Lamoua in the spokesman Bob Dambacher said Robin13th round on Feb. 14, 1951, in Chicago. son was pronounced dead at 1009 a.m.
When he met Lamotta, his record was at Brotman Memorial. "It appears to be
of natural causes," he said.
already 119-1-2.
The coroner's office was involved
rivalr)
memorable
most
Perhaps the
was with Gene Fullmer, whom he beat because it had been some time since
only once in four meetings. He lost the Robinson had seen his private physician,
middleweight title to Fullmercm Jan. 2, Dambacher said.
"We will be investigating the cir1957, on a 15-round decision, then
cumstances
surrounding his demise and
with
.Chicago
regained it on May I in
one of the most famous one-punch taking care of the cause and manner o(
knockouts in boxing history, ending that death," he said. "It does not appear
at this time there will be an autopsy. We
fight in the fifth round.
.
He and Fullmer fought to a draw on will know more tomorrow."
Judy
Davis,
from
public
relations
at
Dec 3, 1960, and he lost a I5-round deci-

IOm

PEER
EDUCATOR
PROGRAMN

Brotman Memorial, said Robinson was
brought to the hospatil's emergency
room by paramedics at 9:55 a.m., along
with his wife Millie.
"His family called paramedics this
morning. They brought him in." she
said. ''‘,* can't comment beyond
that.-7
In Us Vegas, boxing promoter Bob
Arum said Robinson had been in poor
health for some time.

"Sugar Ray Robinson was the greatest
boxer that ever lived," Arum said.
"Number one, he could box like
(Sugar Ray) Leonard or Ali. Tremendous
reflexes, great movement. He also had
the power of a Tommy Hcarns and he
was a complete fighter. Every aspect of
boxing; defense., offense, movement, Ray
Robinson possessed, He was the complete fighter."

•icnnniar

continued frost per 14)

But that wasn't enough. Dr. Lick pulled off the hat trick when he made comments about black athletes being
"naturally."_better at_certain sports than
whites,- Once again the Black Bear
athletic program was dragged in the mud
(which, 1 suppose, isn't too hard so find
if you've stepped on the mall. lately.)
The problem is that in all three of
these instances, the athletic department
has been a sort of victim. An innocent
bystander, almost. In fact. UMaine's
athletics are probably.being more soundly run than -ever before. But the
legislature is unlikely to see that and
legislators don't open their arms '(lct
alone pocketbooks) to programs they.
perceive as being poorly run..
However, there is another was
No, it doesn't have anything to do with
this Title IX thing (that's Title 9 for
those of us who don't speak Roman). It
has to do with the president. Though it

was unintentional, he has caused much
of this bad robticity. Now' is a time to
make up for it. Much like Luke
Skywalker had the ixret f of the Force.
Dale Lick has the power of the Discretionary Fund. Use the power of the
Discretionary Fund.'Dale.
Hey, why not? Maybe just gad-With
S100,000 (that's just a little more than
paying for Gavett, some football rings
and some baseball lights that can be used about twice year). Just for a couple
of yearS until Whites athletic department can afford to take it over. Just a chance for some good publicit y (just for your sake, Mr. President)and
that's been about as scarce as a dry spot
on Mahanes Diamond,
Michael Bourque is a senior journalism majorfrom Farmingdale. Maine
who doesn't like to think about much
beyond his next cup of coffee.

PEER EDITCATORS NEEIMIM
Opportunities are available to become a Peer Educator
for Residential Life's Peer Educator Program:
N acquire knowledge in the areas of sexualio,, life skills, academics, and-student development

tivelop skills in communication, program development, and wor

N
apply yOur knowledge and skills in providing learning matenals and
• -N.

resentation:
rtunities to your

YOU ARE A POTENTIAL PEER EDUCATORSIF-IOU...
• have good communication skills

are-open to learning

• able to work independenth

like to work with others

.have workstudy or not
* are_male_or female_

A program through
Residential Life.
Estabrooke Hall
581-456!

* have student status areinterested in working
6. 10 hours per week

PICK UP YOUR APPLICATION AT:
Residential Life Program Office
Eitabrooke Hall
• Or Call 581-4561, Shen Cousins
There will be an information session on Wednesday, April Sth.
at 4:30 p.m. in the Program Office, Estabrooke Hall
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DAY'89
A day of comMunity service at U Maine.
Wednesday, April 19, from 8 a.m.-to 12 noon.

- page 14)
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is a time to
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h
more than
otball rings
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ti* depart:

Be a part of a growing tradition and partipate in Maine Day.
sWe have service projects, but we need you. Together lets get
rid-of tat dull'winter.look and spruce our U. Maine campus
xvith-a- kiOk that it is'famous for. Spring_is in the air,_ nmv
we need the look.- Get involved!!

OVer. - -

publiciesklent)and
a_dry spot

)0d

emor Jourdale. Maine
'bout much
fee.

We need your dorm, fraternity, sorority and organization!
Talk it up and call us to sign up for a project. [Rave your
name(s) and where we can contact you with:
Jenn Dill at Crossland Hall, 581-2586
All workers need to meet at meet at the Mall by 8 a.m. on Maine
:Day, to receive supplies.

1r

All workers will receive-a. button that will save you big bucks
for, the evening concert: John Cafferty and The Beaver
Brown Band.

,n2
Oozeball will begin at the BBQ, all proceeds will go toward
°Perdition Liftoff) a wish fulillment-foundatiOn for children with life threatening illnesses. Get your team together and
-resister this week or send donation in care of Operation
_ -1.1toff-to-Cmshnd Hall.

ur pet!

ain't miss out on a great time. Maine Day is aNU. Maine
tradition since 1930, so let's continue this tradition with
positive support. WE NEED YOU to make.a difference.
For more information call the Maine Day Committee at 581-2586
ski-I by Crossland Hall.
T-Shirts on Sale this week in the Union. Only $5.00 each.

MAINE DAY '89,- WEDNESDAY-APRIL

mirdwn.,Ir

A

•-

.

•
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NHL playoffs getting Into full swing
(AP) --The Los Angeles Kin's best
Wayne Gretzky's old teammates, • hel3d—
monton Oilers. 4-2 Tiiesday nigh in Inglewood, Calif. Gretzky had two assists
and a goal'for the Kings, who a vided
elimination from the NHL playoffs.
The Kings led 3-1 going into th:third
period, bui the Oilers closed wi.hin a
goal on Normand
Lacomhe's
backhander with 4:05 left. Gretzk y provided the breathing room when he broke
in on Oilers goaltender Grant Fu ir and
finessed a wrist shot between hi. pads
with 1:17 left.
"Tonight was the most imi ortant
game of the year." Kings coat i ohbie Ftorek said.

The Oilers have a 3-2 lead in the first
.round of the Smythe Division bestof-7
senes. Play resumes Thursday night in
Edmonton. where the Oilers have won
14 straight payoff games.
Bruins 4, Sabres I
Randy Burridge's shonhanded goal in
the second period broke a scoreless tic
and started a three-goal burst for
Boston. The Bruins defeated the Sabres
in the Adams Division series 4-1.
The Bruins begin their second-round
series Monday night in Montreal. The
Canadians, with the NH L's second-best
record. were 7-0-t againm the Flniins this
season. Those kinds- of numbers didn't
mean much for the Sabres, though, who

SONIC rEMPLE

-•••••-

rilONORS BA.NQUET
The Annual Honors Banquet will
be held on Tuesday, April 18th at
IL 7:30 p.m. in Wells Commons. The
banquet recognizes the scholastic
II, activities of outstanding members 1
of our students and teaching, research and public service activities of outstanding members of
our faculty.

handled the Bruins 6-0-3.
Ron Hata!'"lofted a 185-foot rainbow.
"If we can play this brand of hockey shot over everyone's head in the
final
against Montreal, we'll be proud of what
minute, becoming the first goaltender to
we can do," Bruins goaltender Andy
score in the playoffs. The shot completed
Moog said.
Philadelphia's comeback from a 5-4
Blues 6, North Stars I
deficit. The Flyers lead the Patrick DisiPeter Zezel scored three goals and had .-sion series 3-2. "It
was pretty good timtwo assists as St. Louis clinched its series ing. "sr Hextall said. "But
it comes seat home The five-point game equaled a cond.
The win means more. It doesn't
career the Norris Division series St. make
any difference if it's 8-5 and the
Louis defeated Minnesota 4-1.
goalie scores or 7-5."
"He's come from a winning situation
The flyers rallied from 5-4 on goals by
and he's a winner." Blues goaltender Brian Propp and Pelle Eklund
midway
Greg Millen said.
through the third period. Kjell
In the sPriP. 7P7P! led hoth teams svith Samueisson scored
with 3:2/I to play, and
six goals and two assists. He had two Heztall's
goal came as Caps goalie Perte
goals and an assist in St. Louis' four-goal Petters left the
net
second period, and his third goat came
Red Wings 6, Blackbawks 4
early in the third period.
Detroint avoided elimination by winFlyers 8, Capitals 5
ning at home, but now they must play
Instead of clearing the puck after Game 6
Thursday night in Chicago,
Washington had pulled its goaltender,
where the Red Wings were 0-2-2 this
season. The Black hawks lend the Red
Wings 3-2 in the Norris Division series.
In the Norris Division. Detroit beat
Chicago 6-4. avoiding elimination to
"It's not OK yet," said Red Wings
captain Steve lizerman, who scored his
fifth goal just 52 seconds into the game.
"It's going to be difficult"
Stung by a pair of shorthanded goals
by Chicago. Detroit scored three times
in the third period, including goals 59
seconds apart by Petr Klima and John
Chabot.
flames 4. Cassocks 0
Despite leading the league with 37 victories this season, Flames_gpaltender
Mike Vernon didn't have a shutout. Noss,
he has two. Calgary rook a 3,2, lead w.
its .Smythe Division series with
UM DANCE COMPANY
1989 SPRING CONCERT Naricouver:
"I sure came close during the season
Frida,, April 14 • Saturday April 15
with 12 one-goal games," said Vernon,
How h Auditorium 800 pm
who faced just 18 shots on goal.
Vernon stopped 21 shots When
Tickets St)
Calgary beat Vancouver 4-0 on Saturday.
UM Students tree
The series moved to Vancouver for
For IntOrmotion and
Game 6, and the Flames will be without
Reservations roll 581 1
defenseman Gary Suter, who broke his
Jaw. They may .also_bz. without—
Sponsored in port by the
defenseman Dana Murzyn, who bruis-.
Arthur Lord Fuld,Clossol 1931
ed his knee.

t

Tickets are available from the Office of New Student Programs, 219
Chadbourne Hall, 581-1826 and must
obtained prior to NOON on Friday,
=April 14.
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--really works!
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Speaker for this event will be Dr.
Robert L. Woodbury, Chancellor
of the University of Maine System.
.0

CALL: 581-1273
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5K Fun Run
Saturday

19

CLASSIFIEDS
ADOPTION

ORONO — The 5K Fun Run 19 will „ he run this Saturday, April IS, at 9:30\ a.m. at the Univetaity of Maine for the
benefit of the Maine Special Olympics.
The race is open to all ages, will be run
through the university and will start at
lengyel Gym.
Registration fee is S7 before the race
and tee-shirts will be given to all who
enter.
The five-kilonitter (3.1 mile) course
a ill run airing Munson Road before turning onto Sebago Road to a loop around
the Hilltop region to the Rangley Road
and past the Maine Center for the Arts. v
The runners will then go onto Long
Koad before returning on Munson Road
:o the finish at Lengyel Gym.

• Norman_
misses
another

HELP WANTED

AIX WIION - If not rnady tor parenthood we
Lan gas' vour by a loving secure Maine
home Call collect 1-7895140
Am: interstate adoption must hi, done at
compliant' with Maine laws Title 22
(-haply! 1151

LO6T AND FOUND

HILLTOP HEALTH CWB Ls loolung kir part
tune help for next fall for mow inkxmatxxi
CALL: 581-4809 Applcatiorts due by.
• April t9th
National Marketing I irm seek_s ambit ous
mature student to manage (int anus porno
bons kit kip national companies this s. hoof
war. flexible haws with earning potent al to
$2,500. CALL:.1-800-932-0528 -x22

ADOPTION Maine couple would like I()
adopt a baby. We offe a lifetime of low and
canng. Can you help us? CALL 827-7210
tri compliance with Title 22. Chapter 1151

tOUND: UNITY COLLEGE KEY CHAIN
with Girl's Lawrence High •class ring and
Hughes Bros bottle opener. four i betswyn
Androscoggin and Knox. Hall. CALL: leap
Sinclair Rm 221 Andro 581-491.4

'Looking tor a fratertnity, sorenty or student
organuabon that would like k) make
S500-11.000 tot d one week on -carripo
marketing protect Must be organized and
hardworking ('all: Jill or Gene at
1-800-592-2121

A CARING ADOPTION - Hamily married
\141111' prOirA0flai -coupie deeply wishes k)
adopt a new-bom 'We promise two; advan
tage kx your baby. Let us help you through
dm difficult tune Confidential All expenses
paid (Ml Phyllis and Michael COLLECT.
so we can talk.(212) 473-7251
All interstate adoraion- must tie done
0117101dfl t• with Maine laws Tate 22 Chepat
1151

BAR HARBOR EMPLOYMENT at RasalieS
Para. Rani prcaacied, good pay and bonus
CALL: 942-6511. Keep trying.

LOST: Two U S Soviet Pairing F ogram
T-Shrts sae large. If found Call .681.
lbST in area of lengyl Gym WOff-olfd%-flftS
Goki With WO oval; REWARD CuI (yr
827 7627

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

ROOMMATES WANTED

CHFWONKI CAMPGROUNDS in
Wia asset Me. is now accepting applications
kw summer emplovrrwnt Maintenance
perannel and office staff needed fletilie
hedule Pay commensurate with expenenoe.
Housing possibie..Please Call: 882-7426 or
548-6291

Roommate tor a trailer This summer. Mon'
into 827-4737

APARTMENTS
()RONO .AVIS No showing and ieaung
tor next fall Call tor appointment
827-7231

HILTON HEAD ISLAND. S.C.(AP)
- Another near-miss at the Masters this,
war was a more severe disappointment
to Greg Norman than his previous losses
at_the Augusta National course.
"It was the greatest disappointment of
_ _ Iife. JNorman __said Wednesday.__ •
before a final practice round for the
defense of his title in the $800,000
Heritage Classic.
"More than when Jack beat me. Lana__
more than when Mize heat inc." Noranaigs-last-hote bogey left him one stroins7
back of ,Jack Nicklaus in the 1986
Masters. He also lost the 1987 Masters
to Larry Mize's historic playoff
-"This one hurt more because I knew__
I was plajing better," said Norman,
• who again bogeyed the 72nd hole and
missed a playoff by a single stroke.
"In '86 and '87 I wasn't playing as well
as I Was this year," he said: -I'd birdied four holes in a to to get back _in
U. I was leading the tournament when
-played the 111th tote:
"And I hit the perfect golf shot."
But his 5-iron shot came up short of.
he green and he failed to get it-up'-anddoss n.
"It was the right club and I hit it,_„,
perfectly_ When it's in the air. I said !This
one is close! But the rain or something
Just made it fall out of the air..
"That's the disappointment, knowing
‘. I was playing well and hit the perfect golf
shot.."
Biifthej'sa major diffbetWeefl
this disappointment and the malaise that
overtook him after Mizes heroics. It
took him two years to recover from that
1987 disappointment.
"1 was very down when I left the golf
course last Sunday," said Norman,
who at that time declined to be
ntersiewed. •
. "But I've thought it over, and thought
it over and thought it over.
"1 don't fee unlucky. I feel a.strise of
pride that I was able to get back in contention after putting myself behind the
eight -ball.
"N1y. feelings are very positive.,1 know •
how well I played last week. I'm back to
where 1 was in '86. My swing is good. •
my confidence is good.
"My time is coming."
It could come in this week's tourna
ment on the Harbour Town Golf 1 ink,

1

.APARfMENTS FOR RENT. Central fond*,
-Bedrooms Available Nay-July Call
866-3503 for nary info

CRUISE SHIP IOPS now hiring men and
women Summer and career opportunities
(will vain) Excellent pay plus world raverHawaii Bahamas. Canbbean, Ek CALL
NOW!(206) 736-7000 Eat 353I ((all
refundable)

RESCAV a quiet room in private home kx
Xciliege year fifi- 90 alias-2 minute walk t.nivenits Reierent es required
le1 86(a-2816 •
Heated 1 & 2 bedrooms Os located within
walking distance to Untwists TEL
866-2816

TYPING SERVICE
hping WIN KR. reasonable rates'
-CALI
827 3368 ANYTIME
WANTED
\Award Bass player for estabished Bane
raised band Vocals and night dub expeneni
helpful 942-7544 or 667-6257 after noon

BAR

fLaRBOR SUMMER SIMI .
SEA KAYAKING GUIDES:
Coastal Kayaking Tours of Bar Harbor s
seeking qualified men and women to work as
guides leading halt-dav: full- day. and multi
day tours in the Acadia National Park area
oot to Mow s intro and mos: .1vnanw ananca
wpm:Moo - Air Bann, We 111111)%1LIT oair onpronctini
You must away working independently and
fromat sernats to propir nod Nuoirs.wt utrouillout the
possess good leadership skills Maine Guides
state Ow zontaucO growth :rotes ett.-.:-Ir opportoolues for
pro* who *art cur optics: sod pers000. apprJach io
License a plus
• book*
BlKE SHOP STAFF.
Acadia Bike and Caraye of Bar Harbor seeks
VIIMLANIMIE tMOrri'llt
summer staff b work in its buss bike
• rental/tour operabon.If you lace bikes and
_craw working with the public, we would like
to hear from You.
BIKE MECHANIC:
Mecharuc wanted b work inte maintenance
and repair of our rental Nee of 150 CannonWavt_ck.:11
▪
dale and Nishilu bikes You will handle, moan
of cusaxners bikes
Ibu shoulti haw
a bast working knowledge of bike repair
Reply b. .ACADIA BIKE AND
CANOEKOASTAL KAYAKJN_GJOURSI__ _
PO. Boa 405. Bar Harbor. ME 04609:or
gmasztit=t,:,.z.
telephone 288-9605.
COOPERA .T1Vr7EDUCA11014
AVAIL4BLE

Joinourfleet.

SUMMER SUBLFT - $350 a munth. 1 barn apt Orono. 2 miles faim campus. CAW Kin
581-4932 Rm. 236 or Melarn 581-4643
Rm 204

M

BANGOR Wry quiet 1 BR. rww4s renovated
single apt Meads furnished. pnvale entrance.
-Perteetior non-smoker isanut pet .Rvadable--Mas 15 or June 1 ,September 1 Asking
orils $250/month inc
Deprisitand
3 month lease requested.
(all be at 941-9382.
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GtTIAR FOR SALE Kramer haus 2000.
Red. Floyd Rifle - Trernoio. case incloded, mint
candition Sikkim axes come trv it out
Bought new tor $450, will sacreice for
1700 CMI Ralph at 581.4923 Rm 325

.16 tt
I
41•111.4
es. *MI .1.•••11001 toe. ••••••••••••••

CAR FOR SALE 1980 Mazda 626, Red.
2 dr coupe. .AC.
cassette. 5 tined.
mint condition. $18() or BO. CALL:
8661506 after 9 PM or wknds.

Amtrm

PERSONALS
HEADING FOR IIROPN THIS SUMMER
(OR ANYTIME)? Jet there from Logan or
IFK kaki-mote than $160
as reported in Consumer Reportx2INYTaniss.
11 s Go, Newsday, Good Housekaping. and
national network morning shows. for details.
Call (212) 864-2000 or write
2901 Broadway. Suite 100A.
NY
10025-.- AIRHITCH
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THEM A JOB FOR YOU
IN A SUMMER CAMP
The American Camping Association(NY)will
make your application available lo over 300
camps Irl the Northeast bcciting.opportunibes
for college students and protessionals. Poslitins available all land arid water spcxts,
t Aides. kitchen.-ffairWerianc0110E.10.8E--CREDIT AVAILABLE. CA!! OR WRITE
FOR APPLICATION AMERICAN
CAMPING ASSOCIATION, 43 W. 23 St.,
New York. NY 10010. 1-800-777-CAMP
<,
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LOST GREY AND PINK SCIIWINN
Rims Bike. 12 Speed (Girl's stvle).
%rid Sport IMPORTANT:1F YOU KNOW
ANYTHING,ABOUT THIS BD E PLEASE
CAII, I AM OFFERING A REN ARD Last
seen in the back of Cumbeianc Hall
Katie 581-4931

II•Raire •Itte ••••••••

•••• *.
•
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c
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TLY SPECIALS
NO COVER

MONDAY - Monday Night Baseball 50c drafts
TUESDAY - $1.00 Jack Daniels Shots(8-12)
WEDNESDAY:
- Ladies Night (half-price well
drinks) 11.00 cover (ladies free). THURSDAY MCOA7
1.00 cover
DOOR PRIZE - COORS NEON LIGHT

'

• _.

4rm
$1.00 Rolling 'locks

Blue Light Specials
-$-L00-Kamikazes
1CI-10:10 _t1.00 Tequila
11.14:40
Schnapps

-77

_

FRIDAY - V.00 cover
$1.75 Well Drinks All_Ni
SATURDAY - u2.00 awr
$1.00-Ro1limr_Rocks
• _-

4

Meal Specials
fa Every Day
Rock and Rolland_75t Drafts Every Day

